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This paper describes a series of endurance andmaterial property tests conducted
on a pneumatic, fabric-reinforced inflatable soft actuator made of Dragon
Skin 30 silicone, which exhibited performance variations during operation. It
is important to understand the level of variation over time and how it affects
the motions of the soft actuators. The tests were designed to investigate
the repeatability and durability of the actuator by measuring changes in its
trajectories after long working periods, determining its failure pressure, and
examining its elasticity through tensile tests. The experiments were performed
on multiple soft actuators, and the results show pertinent information about
the variation in their motion and how it relates to the material behavior of the
silicone. This information enhances our understanding of the real-world behavior
of silicone soft actuators and enables us to better control their performance in
our applications.
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1 Introduction

Soft actuators are becoming increasingly popular for their ability to operate in
unpredictable environments, which traditional robots cannot handle. However, the complex
soft structures of these actuators are subject to uncertainties and nonlinearities, which can
cause problems after prolonged use due to the drift of system constants used in control
algorithms (Jeong et al., 2021). Accounting for this uncertainty can greatly enhance the
reliability of soft robots, even though they are typically used for dexterous applications
instead of precision tasks. Failure to study soft robots beyond the initial period of use could
result in failure to fulfill their potential in real-world applications.

Soft robots can be actuated using various mechanical and active material modalities,
such as tendon-driven cables or shape-memory alloys (Manti et al., 2015; Yuen et al., 2016),
electroactive polymers (Bar-Cohen, 2001; Wallace et al., 2008), and fluid-driven hydraulics
(Polygerinos et al., 2015a) or pneumatic inflation (Ilievski et al., 2011; Park et al., 2014;
Yap et al., 2016a). Other types of soft actuators include those made from liquid crystal
elastomer (Wang et al., 2020), dielectric elastomer (Rosset and Shea, 2012), nano carbon
composites (Lee et al., 2017), and Mxene (Xu et al., 2022). Among these, pneumatic soft
actuators are popular due to their light weight, high efficiency, non-polluting exhaust,
and environmental adaptability (Su et al., 2022). However, they are less durable than other
technologies, making it necessary to carefully study the uncertainty in their motions,
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particularly for the silicone elastomer-based pneumatic soft
actuators. As the material properties of the silicone elastomer
change over time, the relationship between the chamber pressure
and achieved position may also vary, which can affect the accuracy
of maintaining the desired position. Therefore, it is important to
study the behavior of these actuators not just in the short term, but
over the long term, to evaluate their reliability while in use.

Many successful actuator prototypes have been created that
combine silicone elastomer with fabric or fiber reinforcement
embedded in the elastomermatrix (Mosadegh et al., 2014; Yap et al.,
2016b). Numerous efforts have been made to enhance the
effectiveness of the design, modeling, and motion of reinforced
soft actuators. Connolly et al. (2017) proposed an automatic design
of fiber-reinforced soft actuators for trajectory matching that
can help to efficiently and systematically design actuators for
particular functions. Singh and Krishnan (2015) developed an
isoperimetric formulation to predict the deformation behavior of
pneumatic fiber-reinforced elastomeric actuators. Galloway et al.
(2013) established design and fabrication guidelines for achieving a
variety of motions with fiber-reinforced soft actuators. Miron et al.
(2018) presented a sleeved bending actuator for soft grippers
that is capable of high force density and durability. Although the
material used for reinforcement can vary, the common principle
is that differential strain between the reinforced and unreinforced
areas causes the actuator to bend when inflated. While fabric
reinforced actuator prototypes have proliferated, they are mostly
used for short periods, and how durable they are, and how
consistent their performance is over days, weeks, and months of
operation is not well known. In this study, we conducted life
testing for a set of pneumatic fabric-reinforced soft actuators.
The actuators were set up to operate and repeat large-strain,
large-excursion motions over a number of cycles that reached as
high as 1,280. The specific scope of the work is to investigate
the durability and repeatability of the pneumatic soft fabric-
reinforced actuators made of Dragon skin 30 silicone (or other
soft material with similar shore hardness) over a long operational
life. This research provides important insights that can be used
to improve the control design of soft robots and enhance their
reliability in practical applications.While the otherworks performed
endurance tests for a single actuator, the data collected from our
experiments include data from multiple actuators. This provides
information about how the properties can vary frommanufacturing
run to manufacturing run. This, in the future, will give control
designers the information they need to tune the control parameters
so that the controller will operate reliably across real-world
conditions when there are manufacturing variations and age-related
effects.

This article is structured as follows: Section 2 mentions related
works and the contribution of our paper. In Section 3.1, we
introduce our soft actuator and the motions that occur when
inflated.The fabrication process is addressed in Section 3.2. Section
3.3 discusses the experimental setup to examine the variation in the
path the actuator’s tip traces through space as it is inflated. Section
3.4 describes the burst test to define the maximum pressure the soft
actuators can withstand. The tensile tests on the material harvested
from the chamber walls after many cycles are described in Section
3.5. Section 4 presents the results of the experiments. Section 5
concludes the paper.

2 Related works

So far, there have been only a few studies about the fatigue life
of several pneumatic soft actuators, and most of them are on 3D-
printed structures which have different failure modes. Durability
and performance degradation were conducted for a jamming soft
gripper (Amend et al., 2016) which can grab objects of different
sizes. The tests were on more than 50 formula variations to
improve the holding force for the gripper. A durability test was
also performed for a prestressed soft gripper at different pressure
(Wang et al., 2017). The gripper was printed with a soft rubber-
like material (TangoPlus). The test results showed that the soft
gripper can be pressurized for more than 1,100 cycles at 50 kPa
and approximately 300 cycles at 60 kPa. The failure started with an
air leakage causing a pressure decrease. Fatigue failure tests were
conducted on McKibben-like pneumatic artificial muscles (Klute
and Hannaford, 1998; Kingsley and Quinn, 2002). The tests were
at different pressure conditions to optimize the fabrication process
to improve the fatigue lives for the artificial muscle. Repeatability
and durability of the soft pneumatic actuator (NinjaFlex with
a shore hardness of 85A) (Yap et al., 2016b) and the pneumatic
artificial muscle (Xiameter RTV-4260 silicone with 38 Shore A
durometer) (Miron and Plante, 2016) were investigated by changing
pressure. The NinjaFlex pneumatic actuator was fully actuated after
undergoing 300 cycles at 250 kPa. Its distal tip had a deviation
of about 0.6 mm in X direction and 0.33 mm in Y direction. The
Xiameter artificial muscle could reach 229,000 cycles when keeping
strains below 50%. A procedure for the fatigue life prediction of a
straight fibers pneumatic muscle was introduced by Durante et al.
(2021). Fatigue life testing was also conducted on swaged pneumatic
artificial muscles, which are potential components for aerospace
applications in the work ofWoods et al. (2011).Their lifespan needs
improvement to increase their reliability. Note that most of these
studies were conducted to optimize the fabrication processes so as
to improve the life of the soft actuators. They do not report on
the material-induced changes in motion over the course of long
operational life.

While previous studies have focused on optimizing fabrication
processes to improve the life of soft actuators, our work uniquely
examines thematerial-induced changes in the actuator’smotion over
the course of long operational life. To achieve this, we conducted
life testing on a set of pneumatic fabric-reinforced soft actuators
and analyzed their motion in 3-dimensional (3D) space using a
motion capture system. The assessment experiments allow us to
quantify the variation in the actuator’s motion over time, including
the deviation of movements, variation in the lengths of moving
paths, and changes in hysteresis behavior. This analysis provides
valuable insights into the long-term performance of pneumatic
fabric-reinforced soft actuators, which is crucial for their reliable
use in real-world applications. The findings of this research can be
applied to the control design of soft robots. By understanding the
changes in the motion of pneumatic fabric-reinforced soft actuators
over time, control strategies can be developed to compensate for
any variation in their performance. This could lead to more robust
and reliable control of soft robots in real-world applications, where
uncertainty and variability are common. For example, in a soft
robotic gripper that is used for picking up objects in amanufacturing
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FIGURE 1
Soft robot Squishy, (A) at 6.89 kPa, (B) at 10.34 kPa, (C) at 17.23 kPa, (D) at 20.68 kPa, (E) ten samples.

plant, the control system could adjust the gripping force andmotion
based on the variation in the actuator’s motion over time.

3 Materials and methods

3.1 The fabric-reinforced inflatable soft
actuator “Squishy”

Squishy is actually a pneumatic fabric-reinforced soft actuator.
It consists of an inflatable chamber which is reinforced by
an embedded inextensible fabric strip. When the chamber is
pressurized by compressed air, the chamber will expand but one side
of it is reinforced by the embedded fabric. The differential strain
caused by the dissimilar material properties causes the actuator
to bend. However, unlike most of the single-segment reinforced
soft actuators which only exhibit planar bending like those in
the works of Yap et al. (2016b); Mosadegh et al. (2014); Visintin
(1994), Squishy can complete motions in 3D space, thanks to
the circular shape of the actuator chamber and the placement
of the embedded fabric arc. Figures 1A–D shows several frames
of video illustrating the motion exhibited by the soft actuator as
it is inflated. More information about its characteristics, such as
the workspace volume and inflation-displacement behavior can be
found in (Williamson et al., 2021).

3.2 The fabrication of the actuator
chamber

The soft actuator chamber was formed by curing SmoothOn
DragonSkin 30 in a three-part 3D printed mold. All actuators were
fabricated using the same mold, which consists of three 3D-printed
sections: a top plate, a core, and a bottom plate shown in Figure 2A.
According to the manufacturing instructions, parts A and B of the
siliconewere thoroughlymixed in a 1:1 ratio. Each actuator chamber

requires approximately 130 g of each part. Parts A and B weremixed
for 5 minutes, followed immediately by 35 minutes of degassing in a
vacuum chamber. The silicone mixture was poured into the bottom
plate, and then the core was pressed into place. The fabric strip
was placed on the top side of the core, coated with the remaining
silicone, and pressed with the top plate. This process, where excess
silicone is displaced by the mold core, is similar to the work of
(Takayama et al., 2015). The mold parts were held together with
dowel inserts and bar clamps. Curing occurred in the mold over a
period of at least 16 hours. If minor defects occurred as a by-product
of themanual process, such as small air pockets (<4 mm2), theywere
repaired with Smooth-On SIL-poxy, a rubber silicone adhesive. A
new chamber fabricated by this process will have the dimensions
shown in Figure 2B.

3.3 Performance variation testing

Ten identical soft actuator chambers were fabricated using the
process described in Section 3.2. The set of chambers produced
is shown in Figure 1E. Each soft actuator was installed into a
mount and apparatus consisting of a hose barb connected to an air
supply valve, and seven Polhemus Liberty (Colchester, VT, United
States) motion sensors were installed at key locations.These sensors
returned the Cartesian X, Y, and Z coordinates, as well as the Euler
angles of each sensor. The sampling rate of these sensors was set to
38 Hz.

The pressure within the chamber was controlled at each instant
in time using a proportional valve (Enfield LS-V25S). The valve
spool was driven by a motor driver shield (Pololu A4990), which
received PWM signals from an Arduino microcontroller board
running custom firmware for the test. The firmware caused the
chamber to inflate and deflate up to 640 cycles for the first six
actuators and 1,280 cycles for the last four. In each cycle, the
chamber’s pressure was controlled to rise from 6.894 kPa (1 psi)
to 20.684 kPa (3 psi), and then return to 6.894 kPa over a period
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FIGURE 2
The Mold (A) and the dimension of a fabricated actuator (B).

of 45 s. The chamber pressure was measured by a pressure sensor
(HoneyWell SSCSANN001BGAA5).

Throughout the experiment, a Python script pulled position
data directly from the Polhemus sensors via an RS232 cable every
10 min for 45-s intervals. The Python script had an auto-save
function to prevent data loss in case of any errors. At the end of the
experiment, two fileswere generated: one file containing the position
data for every sensor, and another file containing the timestamps of
each measurement.

To check for leakage, the bubbling method was used before each
experiment. In the future, we may also use the method described in
(Shi et al., 2022) to evaluate leakage during testing processes.

3.4 Burst testing

Following the life test, for those actuators that withstood the
maximum number of cycles without breakage, we conducted a

FIGURE 3
Cyclic fatigue set up for digital image correlation with specimen
loaded into the pneumatic grips.

burst test to determine the chamber pressure each actuator could
withstand.This test was used to evaluate the level of uniformity from
chamber to chamber at which material failure would occur. In the
burst experiment, we inflated each actuator slowly at 0.31 kPa/s until
it broke. The process was repeated for all ten actuators. The history
of the pressurized process was recorded and analyzed to define the
failure zone and failure method for this type of soft actuator.

3.5 Material testing

Following the burst test, we evaluated the material properties
of the elastomer matrix that made up the chamber of the actuator.
Material properties of the elastomer under tensile loading were
evaluated using a dogbone tensile specimen cut from the soft
actuators that had experienced material failure in the burst test.
A custom-built tensile test frame with a 50 N load cell, shown in
Figure 3, was used to perform the testing. Pneumatic grips were
used during testing to prevent slippage of the test specimens at high
strains. Elastomers exhibit large deformation under uniaxial tension,
so true strain must be captured using a 3-D image correlation
system. In our set up, full-field strainmeasurements were performed
using a commercially available (Correlated Solutions) Digital Image
Correlation (DIC). DIC requires a monodisperse, high contrast,
speckle pattern to be applied to the material. Specimens were
prepared by spraying white spray paint on the surface of the
specimen and a coat of black paint along the back gauge length for
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FIGURE 4
The trajectories of the tips of the tested actuators over time, (A) actuator 1, (B)actuator 2, (C) actuator 3, (D) actuator 5, (E) actuator 6, (F) actuator 7, (G)
actuator 8, (H) actuator 9, (I) actuator 10.

higher contrast.The load frame was controlled using custom control
software developed in LabView (National Instruments).

4 Experimental results

We analyzed the position data collected from the motion
tracker sensor placed at the tips of ten actuators to study
the motion over long periods of operation and to determine
whether the motion profile varied due to repeated strains in
the material. We also analyzed the pressure data from the burst
tests to understand the failure behavior of the soft actuators. In
addition, the strain-stress data from the tensile tests was analyzed
to evaluate the material properties after several hundred strain
cycles.

4.1 Performance variation

4.1.1 Elevation variation
Figure 4 shows the motion history of nine soft actuators

(actuator 4, which failed after only a few hundred cycles, is
excluded). Each subfigure includes five inflation curves showing
the path of the tip, each curve shown in a different color, plotted
in the three-dimensional space in which the actuator moves (base
frame of the actuator). The curves shown are the trajectories of the
second cycle, a cycle at 25% of life, 50% of life, 75% of life, and the
final cycle of the whole life testing process. The reason the second
cycle is shown (rather than the first curve) for the comparison is
that there were considerable deviations from the first cycle to the
subsequent ones due to the “fading memory” material phenomenon
Nakajima et al. (2014), which will be described more carefully later
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FIGURE 5
The average distance from curve 1 (at the beginning of life) to the other curves. C1-C2: Distance between the curve at beginning and the curve at 25%
of life; C1-C3: Distance between the curve at beginning and the curve at 50% of life; C1-C4: Distance between the curve at beginning and the curve at
75% of life; C1-C5: Distance between the curve at beginning and the curve at 100% of life.

FIGURE 6
Actuator excursions during the inflation motion from Cycle 1 when the
actuator starts operation and the following cycles (actuator 1).

in this section. The spatial unit was measured in mm. Since each
actuator could not be installed on the hose barb precisely the same
as each of the others relative to the station of the motion tracker
system, each 3D subfigure is shown with a different view vector to
have the best illustration of its performance. It is evident from the
plots that the trajectories of each actuator vary over the course of
many cycles, both in the shape of the trajectory and the extents of
the motion. Furthermore, how much each trajectory varies from
the starting trajectory varies from actuator to actuator. The gaps
between the initial and later curves are most visible in actuator 1
while they just nearly overlap with one another in actuator 9. Most

of the actuators (actuator 1, 2, 4, 5, 6, 8, 10) show an increase in
the Z coordinate of the curves at later life, while the trajectories
of actuator 3 and 7 tended to shift only horizontally. The increased
elevation of the tip is likely due to degradation in the elasticity of the
material that leads to greater strains for the same inflation pressure to
counteract the gravity force acting on the actuator tips. Note that our
soft actuators may have slight variations in the fabrication processes
due to random locations of air bubbles (if they exist), or the variation
in the alignment of the fabrics along actuators’ bodies.Therefore, we
seek the trends in the movement of this type of pneumatic fabric-
reinforced soft actuator through the most common behaviors of all
the tested actuators.

4.1.2 Trajectory deviation
One noteworthy observation is the deviation between the

trajectories of the tip over the life of the soft actuator. We measured
the deviations as the average distances between the initial inflation
curve (the second cycle recorded) and the remaining curves shown
in Figure 4. The deviations are summarized in the chart shown in
Figure 5. The distances gradually increase in the case of actuator 1,
6, and 8. For the other cases, the deviations may be closer or further
away from the initial curve at various stages of life but still show
variation over the course of testing.

In most cases (actuator 1, 3, 5, 6, 7, 8, and 10), the distances
between the first curve (at the beginning of life) and the fifth curve
(100% of life) (yellow bars) are bigger than those between the first
and the second curve (at 25% of life) (blue bars). This indicates
that the trajectory of the soft actuators will shift over time, and
the deviation tends to grow for longer operation duration. We also
observed that actuator 4 stopped moving after about 75% of the
experiment time due to leakage.

4.1.3 Fading memory
As mentioned in the previous section, the first cycle of each

soft actuator was notably different from the subsequent cycles. This
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FIGURE 7
The lengths of five inflation curves of each actuator. C1: the curve at beginning of life; C2: the curve at 25% of life; C3: the curve at 50% of life; C4: the
curve at 75% of life; C5: the curve at 100% of life.

FIGURE 8
The hysteresis motion of actuator 2 shows the difference between
inflation and deflation curves.

behavior was observed whenever the actuators started to move
after being held at a static state. As shown in Figure 6, the tip
motion in the first cycle had lower amplitude and shorter excursion
compared to the following cycles. This phenomenon is known
as “fading memory” as described by Nakajima et al. (2014). This
property allows the host material to retain the effects of a recent
input sequence within the system, allowing for the integration of
stimulus information over time. This is similar to the rise time
of a dynamic system. When the soft body has received sufficient

actuation stimulus, the actuator will leave the transient region and
enter a more stable state.

4.1.4 Trajectory’s length variation
We also examined the variation in arc lengths of the trajectories

during inflation. The chart in Figure 7 summarizes the arc lengths
for all ten actuators, with the mean length of the trajectory being
16.94 mm and a standard deviation of 5.33 mm across all actuators.
There is a common trend for the actuators (with the exception of
actuator 10) in which the excursion on the second cycle (represented
by the second bars in the chart) is always longer than the first curve
(the first bars in the chart). For the lengths of curves 3, 4, and 5, no
consistent trend was observed from actuator to actuator. This data
shows a rule in the variation of the actuators’ performance where the
actuators tend to increase their path lengths in the working range
prior to 160 cycles. This is because, in this zone, the elasticity of
the silicone is decreasing. When the actuators operate longer than
this threshold, the actuators reach a steady state in elasticity (fully
actuated), and there is no variation trend in this range. This result
supports the finding in the work of Yap et al. (2016b), where their
3D-printed soft actuatorwith planarmotionswas fully actuated after
undergoing 300 cycles at 250 kPa.

4.1.5 Hysteresis variation
Another interesting behavior of the soft actuators is hysteresis.

Hysteresis is defined as a “special type of memory-based relation
between the input and the output” (Macki et al., 1993) or a “rate-
independent memory effect” (Polygerinos et al., 2015b). Generally,
hysteresis is used to describe a dynamical system with a phase lag
that depends on the input (Bui and Schultz, 2021). For our soft
actuator, its tip trajectory is described as a hysteresis loop where
the tip follows different curves depending on whether the chamber
is increasing or decreasing. This idea is illustrated more clearly in
Figure 8, where the first cycle of actuator 2 is divided into segments,
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FIGURE 9
The average distances between inflation and deflation curves in each cycle of each actuator. C1: Hysteresis at beginning of life; C2: Hysteresis at 25% of
life; C3: Hysteresis at 50% of life; C4: Hysteresis at 75% of life; C5: Hysteresis at 100% of life.

FIGURE 10
The rupture of ten actuators, (A) The photos of broken robots, (B) The
rupture zone of tested samples. Each curve corresponds to the burst
test history of a actuator. The point where pressure dropped abruptly
is where fracture happened.

the inflation curve (red) and the deflation curve (blue). In the
same experiment, we also recorded the hysteresis loops exhibited
by each of the ten actuators at the cycles mentioned in Section 3.1.1
(beginning, 25%, 50%, 75%, and 100% of life).

We investigated whether the hysteresis varied over the course
of the actuator’s life by examining the variation in the width of

the hysteresis loops. We calculated the average distances between
the inflation and deflation curves of each cycle, and the results are
summarized in Figure 9. The examination of hysteresis over the
course of each actuator’s life showed that the hysteresis properties
did change slightly over the course of the actuator’s life. For most of
the actuators (actuator 1, 5, 7, 8, 9, and 10), the hysteresis distances
in the second hysteresis curve (the cycle at 25% of the process)
were longer than those of the first one. This result is consistent
with the result about the curve’s length in the previous part, where
the elasticity was decreasing when the actuators were working in
the range less than 160 cycles. Beyond this range, the hysteresis
varied in a manner that was inconsistent from actuator to actuator
and did not exhibit a particular pattern. The average distance
observed from the inflation to the deflation curve was 4.31 mm,
which is equal to 1% of the average trajectory length of all the
actuators.

4.2 Burst testing

The burst test broke the actuators and the tears in the broken
ones showed different patterns. Some of the tears that occurred are
shown in Figure 10A. It can be seen that while the tears are at
different locations, they tend to be longitudinal. This may be due to
the grooves on the 3D-printed mold surface.

Figure 10B shows the result from the burst tests. The result
reveals that the rupture zone of the tested actuators is from
37.1 to 41.15 kPa. Actuator 6 withstood the maximum pressure
up to 41.15 kPa while actuator 4 ruptured earliest at 37.1 kPa.
The rupture zone spans a 4.05 kPa range, which is less than
10% of the burst pressure of the strongest soft actuator. This
indicates that it is consistent from actuator to actuator out of the
same fabrication process. The burst test of actuator 4 confirmed
the presence of a defect within this actuator seen in the life
tests where the actuator stopped moving prior to the designated
number of cycles. This experiment provides us with information
about the burst pressure of this actuator design. Based on this
information, we can determine the safe range of pressures for
operation.
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FIGURE 11
Stress strain curves for robot number 5 at 2, 5, and 10 mm/s. The red-green gradient indicates the cycle count: first cycle is red; last cycle, green.

4.3 Cyclic tensile testing

In addition to observing the motion hysteresis exhibited by the
soft robot over the course of its motion, the robot wall material was
evaluated in cyclic fatigue to assess the effect of cycling and strain
rate. In these experiments tensile specimens cut from a robot were
subjected to cyclic fatigue for 10 cycles at displacement rates from
1 mm/s to 10 mm/s. The stress-strain traces shown in Figure 11
display the tensile behavior of a dogbone sample taken from robot
number 5. Each cycle is plotted atop the previous one with the red-
green color gradient representing the number of cycles. We can
see that the first cycle (red) has slightly higher peak stresses than
the last cycle (green). It is evident from the curves in Figure 11
that the amount of hysteresis varies depending on loading rate. As
the loading rate increases, all material specimens exhibit increasing
hysteresis.

In Figure 11, we observed a slight shift downward from cycle
to cycle for each graph. The decrease in stress observed in each
subsequent cycle indicates that the material is undergoing stress
softening, the consequence of which is residual strain or permanent
set (Diani et al., 2009). Stress softening occurs during cyclic loading
and unloading in elastomeric material and can be seen increasing
with the increasing strain rate in the growing envelopes inFigure 11.
The cyclical behavior of the soft robot material is critical to the
operation and lifespan of the robot. While not permanent, the
stress softening behavior must be taken into account in modeling
and control of the inflation-displacement relationship as the same
inflation pressure will lead to increased deformation of the robot
walls as inflation cycles increase.

5 Conclusion

In this study, we conducted endurance experiments on ten
pneumatic fabric-reinforced soft actuators and observed the
variation in the inflation-displacement relationship from cycle to
cycle. The experiments included the motion variation test, the
burst test, and the tensile test of the chamber wall material. The
experimental results showed that the trajectories traced out by the
actuator’s tip shift over the course of the actuator’s life, and this
deviation from the trajectory of the earliest cycle increases over the

first several hundred cycles of the actuator’s life. The experiments
also revealed that break-in effects and hysteresis have a substantial
effect on the motion that the actuator generates upon inflation. The
lengths of the motion paths and the widths of hysteresis loops also
increase prior to the actuators reaching 160 cycles, after which the
material can reliably be considered fully actuated. Life tests also
showed that this type of actuator can performmore than 1,280 cycles
without breaking.

It is important to note that the first cycle from a static state will be
considerably different from the ones that follow because thematerial
has fading memory. We conclude that the break-in, hysteresis, and
ageing effects cause the displacement of the robot to depend on
the operational history of the robot and not only on variations
in material or manufacturing effects, which could potentially be
characterized prior to putting the robot into service. The results
described in this paper underscore the importance of integrating
position or configuration sensors into the body of the robot. From
such sensors, the spatial location of the robot can be measured or
observed directly, and the pressure can be adjusted in closed-loop
fashion until the desired position is reached. Even if closed-loop
control is used, the tests conducted in this paper are still relevant to
accurate positioning. To guarantee the reliability of the soft actuators
in their applications, we need to account for these variations,
as well as their limits and uncertainties, in the design of the
controller. Incorporating these limits observed into the controller
can be used to ensure controller stability and adequate speed of
response as the pressure-displacement behavior changes during
operation.

The limitation of the current work is that it does not
provide a systematic relationship between the measured quantities
(e.g., between path-length variation and hysteresis variation).
Incorporating all the variations can be challenging for the controller
design. However, with the development of new machine learning
algorithms, we believe that the data collected from this work can
be trained and usefully applied for the future robust controller. In
future work, we will design a robust controller that compensates
for the uncertainties estimated in real-time to precisely position
this soft actuator. Given knowledge of how the robot is operating
(e.g., whether it is the first cycle after a long static period or
the age of the robot), the control algorithm will adjust adaptive
parameters to incorporate this knowledge into the controller. This
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will be important in enabling inflatable soft robots composed of
fabric-reinforced elastomers to reliably complete tasks.
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